Don’t be apart, just be a part

1. About Pacific
Pacific is world’s first comprehensive payment system

the world’s population. In these countries, a POS terminal

opening the way to global adoption of cryptocurrencies.

is rather an uncommon sight, and banking infrastructure

A system built of 9 microsystems placed in a simple mobile

is largely underdeveloped. Pacific aims at creating there

application is dedicated mainly to developing countries,

a network of smartphone cryptocurrency payment termi-

which, according to the International Monetary Fund data,

nals, providing developing countries with the freedom of

were inhabited in 2017 by over 6.26 billion people i.e. 84% of

digital settlements.

2. Project profits
••

commissions on incoming transactions, paid by business clients

Pacific Project’s income is based on three main points:

••

commissions on all orders on the internal cryptocurrency exchange

••

exchange of cryptocurrencies to local currency.

3. PCF Token
SECURITY
7.15% of Pacific Project’s income will be distributed monthly
to tokenholders in Ether, in direct proportion to the number
of tokens held.
Pacific Token (PCF) is a hybrid token. It
combines the functions of a utility and

UTILITY

security token.

PCF token is used to cover transaction fees for business clients. Partner has the option of paying a lower commission
when paid in the equivalent of value expressed

in PCF tokens
(1%), or a higher commission in other cryptocurrencies stored
on their wallet (1.5%).
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4. Legal
To ensure that our project is legally compliant and future

lawyers and tax specialists are at our disposal, applying the

operations run smoothly we cooperate with a world-class

highest standards of global compliance, due diligence and

law firm, gaining distinctions in globally renowned rankings

legal governance to everything we do – guaranteeing that

like Legal 500 and Chambers & Partners. Over 80 first-rate

your investment in our project is secure.

5. Token sale
Pacific Digital Ltd organizes the STO process to raise funds for

tokens are sold out, but not longer than 2 months. The sales

the creation and commercialization of the Pacific System. The

process is divided into bonus stages. The pool of each bonus

Token sale will start around 10 January and will last until all

is limited and you can check the bonuses in the table below:

PRICE PER TOKEN ($)

NUMBER OF TOKENS
(MLN PCF)

BONUS

DURATION

STAGE 1

0,08

90

43%

2 weeks

STAGE 2

0,1

234

29%

2 weeks

STAGE 3

0,12

170

14%

2 weeks

STAGE 4

0,14

55

0%

2 weeks

6. Team
The Pacific team consists of people at the intersection of the

the blockchain industry in Malta. Paired with an outstanding

financial and technological industries. We have gathered

development team and previously mentioned legal team, it

experienced managers from large technology corporations

allows us to set the most ambitious targets for ourselves. You

and banks, as well as former members of the government

can read more about people making up the Pacific Project

and people who participated in the creation of regulations for

in our White Paper, as well as at www.pacific.org.

7. Partners

8. Contact


E-mail: hello@pacific.org

Pacific Digital Ltd



Website: pacific.org

ATL Business Centre, 89, Suite 3, Cannon Road, St Venera SVR 9035, Malta
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